
Judicial Power 
Ch III Court: 

- A court which satisfies the s 72 requirements 

- Defining and essential characteristics (found in Wainohu): 

- Open hearing 

- Giving of reasons 

- Procedural fairness 

- Tribunals are generally not courts, especially where they impose “non-judicial” criteria and 

alter rights and duties into the future – Tasmanian Breweries 

Commonwealth 
Example: Thomas v Mowbray 

- Facts: concerned anti-terrorism control orders issued by a federal court and on the basis 

that the person involved in training with a terrorist organisation OR the order would 

substantially assist in preventing a terrorist act. Each term of the order must be reasonably 

necessary and reasonably appropriate and adapted to the purpose of protecting the public 

from terrorism. 

- Held: valid exercise of judicial power by a Ch III Court. 

- Relied on history (bail, AVOs etc.), purpose and parliamentary intent 

- Even though this appears not to be determination about a dispute about pre-existing 

rights, historical analogies were close enough to allow.  

Rules: 
The judicial power of the Cth may only be given to Ch III Courts  

-  Alexander's Case 
- Facts: concerned the Court of Conciliation and Arbitration, which had the powers to 

settle and prevent industrial disputes; enforce awards; impose penalties for non-
compliance. The President of the Court was a HCA Justice appointed to the position for a 
seven-year term. 

- Held: conferral of judicial power on a not-Ch III Court - invalid 
Ch III Courts may only exercise judicial powers  

-  Boilermaker's  
- Facts: concerned the Court of Conciliation and Arbitration with arbitration and judicial 

powers. Personnel were s 72 judges. 
- Held: remained a tribunal incapable of exercising judicial powers, and if it was a Ch III 

Court couldn't be vested with non-judicial powers 

 

Judicial Power: 
Grants jurisdiction over “matters” – Re Judiciary and Navigation Acts 

Per Griffith CJ in Huddart Parker v Moorehead, 357: the power which every sovereign authority must 

of necessity have to decide controversies between its subjects, or between itself and its subjects, 

whether the rights relate to life, liberty or property. The exercise of this power does not begin until 

some tribunal which has power to give a binding and authoritative decision is called upon to take 

action. 

 



- Resolution of a controversy 

- About existing rights and liabilities  

- Distinction between rights determination and rights creation (See Re Cram vs Re Ranger, 

Local Coal Authority Tribunal cases) 

- Also note complication of “double function provisions” – Court usually resolves in favour 

of exercising as judicial power (Fardon , Baker v The Queen) 

- In a judicial process – Tas Breweries 

- Binding and authoritative - Brandy v HREOC 

- According to law – encompasses practically everything except “tyrannical, oppressive, 

unreasonable” (R v Spicer). Per Justices Gummow and Crennan in Thomas, the courts are 

likely to accept “very broad” criterion, inc.: 

- Oppressive, unreasonable, unjust – R v Cth 

- Discretion exercisable in the public interest – Hogan v Hinch 

- Reasonably necessary to prevent terrorism – Thomas v Mowbray 

Exceptions 
History: 

- R v Davison – power of the court to issue bankruptcy orders 

- R v Richards – parliament’s capacity to prosecute and punish persons for contempt 

- White v Director of Military Prosecutions – military courts 

- Lane v Morrison – (military) exercise of historic powers is limited to the exercise of those 

powers in the past 

Administrative Detention: 

- Al Kateb – indefinite detention of asylum seekers (aliens) 

- Re Woolley – executive detention of disloyal citizens in time of war 

- Chu Kheng Lim – detention in case of mental illness of infectious disease 

Persona Designata 

Federal judges may be vested with non-judicial power in their personal capacity 

- Hilton v Wells (phone-tapping case) – only if it is exercised by the judge in their personal 

capacity + the judge consented to the appointment 

- Grollo v Palmer (same facts as above) – developed a limit. Non-judicial power must not be 

incompatible with judicial independence or institutional integrity. Can be personal 

incompatibility, practical incompatibility or public confidence incompatibility. 

- Applied in Wilson v The Minister (advice re Indigenous land by judge): Public confidence 

incompatibility is where: 

- an integral part of, or closely connected with, the functions of the legislative or 

executive government AND EITHER 

- The judge must be reliant upon non-judicial instruction, advice or wish OR 

- The judge's discretion must be exercised on political grounds 

- Kirby dissent - this role more judicial, open and accountable than the covert 

issuing of telephone intercept warrants in Grollo. 

 


